PharmaSUG 2014 Daily Schedule – TUESDAY, June 3 (PM)

1:15pm
1:45pm
2:15pm
2:45pm
3:15pm
3:30pm
4:00pm
4:30pm
5:00pm

Data Standards
Sapphire A

DS15 A Road Map to Successful CDISC ADaM Submission to FDA: Guidelines, Best Practices & Case Studies.
Vikash Jain, Sandra Minjoe

DS12 Effective Use of Metadata in Analysis Reporting
Jeffrey Abolafia

DS16 OpenCDISC Validator: a Complex Multiple Stakeholder Process
Peterson, Adams

DS65 Data Standards Development for Therapeutic Areas: A Focus on SDTM-Based Datasets
Wood, Wold, Facile, Kubick

DS07 Applying ADaM BMS Standards to Therapeutic Area Ophthalmology
Songfuli Zhu

Industry Basics/ Healthcare Analytics
Sapphire D

IB19-SAS Clinical Trial Data Transparency: Seeing is Believing
Janet Stuelpner

IB19 Validation Etiquette: What, When, How, and Why to Say
Karen Walker

IB19 Clinical Study Report Review: Statistician’s Approach
Amits Dalvi

Beyond the Basics
Sapphire E

BB16 Automated Validation - Really?
Sheila Sarmukadam

BB12 Basics of Macro Processing - Q way
Usa Kumar

BB17 Come Out of Your Shell: A Dynamic Approach to Shell Implementation in Table and Listing Programs
Paul Burumenko, Tony Cardozo

JMP/Statistics & Pharmacokinetics
Sapphire H

JP01-SAS Risk-Based Monitoring of Clinical Trials Using JMP® Clinical
Kelsi Midiaco

JMP-PANEL
JMP, and JMP Training: a panel discussion
Moderator: Charlie Shipp

Applications Development
Sapphire I

AD27 Expepending Access to Critical Pathology Data
Rebecca Ottesen

AD12 MACUMBA - The Log Belongs to the Program
Michael Weiss

AD13 Let SAS Improve Your CDISC Data Quality
Wayne Zhong

Techniques & Tutorials
Sapphire L

TT10 Strategies and Techniques for Getting the Most Out of Your Antivirus Software for SAS® Users
Ryan Paul Lafler, Kirk Paul Lafler

TT08 Investigating the Irregular: Using Perl Regular Expressions
Peter Eberhardt

Management and Support
Sapphire M

MS05 How To Win Friends and Influence People – A Programmer’s Perspective on Effective Human Relationships.
Priscilla Gathoni

MS08 Verify for All Years of Pharma Exp. - What Hiring Managers Actually Look For
Peng Yang

Hands-On Training
Sapphire P

HT06 So You’re Still Not Using PROC REPORT, Why Not?
Ray Pass, Daphne Ewing

Career Planning
Sapphire N

CP06 Enhancing Your Career by Bringing Consultants into Your Organization
Roger Muller, Greg Nelson

CP07 Careers in Biostatistics and Clinical SAS® Programming – An Overview for the Uninitiated
Justina Flavin

Meet the Authors 2:00
William E Benjamin Jr, Demo Room
Meet the Poster Authors, 2:30 – 3:30
Sapphire West Foyer
Meet the Authors 3:30
Art Carpenter, Demo Room
Meet the Authors 4:00
Jack Shostak, Demo Room

Mid-Afternoon Break

Refreshments in Demo Room and Exhibit Area

User Appreciation Mixer

The Code Doctors Are In!
6:30pm - 9:00 pm

U.S. Midway
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SAS User Appreciation Mixer

THE CODE DOCTORS ARE IN!
9:00 – 11:30am & 1:30 – 4:30pm
DEMO ROOM